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absTracT: Technological advances and the internet have radically changed the way people learn, live, and 
grow. in higher education, libraries have been challenged to look at how to serve people not only locally but at a 
distance. at asbury Theological seminary these changes have revolved around three issues: providing resources 
online equivalent to those available locally, information literacy, and the importance of collaboration.

h igher education is at a crossroads. This statement should give pause not only for colleges and universities, 
but across the spectrum of higher education, from community colleges to graduate schools and 
seminaries. The situation is becoming so serious, according to gordon gee, the president of ohio state 

University, that institutions of higher education must reinvent themselves or face extinction.1

What has brought about this state of affairs? part of the blame can be ascribed to current economic conditions, but 
at least part is attributable to changes in how people think about higher education—such as expecting more explicit 
return on investment, more government involvement via student loans, concern over student debt accumulation, 
and changing notions of tenure, research, and teaching.
given the situation, institutions of higher education must reflect on whether and how they are meeting the needs 
of today’s student. as often as not, students in higher education are commuting to school or taking courses at 
a distance, challenging the status quo of the traditional residential student. in the state of indiana, the ivy Tech 
community college system (primarily a commuter school) has grown in size to become the largest post-secondary 
system in the state with more than 120,000 students, surpassing indiana University and its extension campuses.2 
seminary education is not exempt from this developing paradigm shift. although there are other manifestations 
of this change evident within individual institutions, one of the more significant challenges facing seminaries 
is how best to serve this growing population of non-residential students. Distance learning, in particular, has 
driven seminaries and their accrediting bodies to examine how best to “do” seminary education. one of the most 
notable outcomes of distance learning in the seminary setting is the association of Theological schools (aTs) 
accreditation requirement that completion of a seminary degree at a distance requires at least one year of courses 
to be completed residentially, emphasizing the importance of community in the spiritual formation of a seminary 
student.� another issue, and one that will be the focus of this paper, is how the seminary library can best serve 

1  paul Fain, “gordon gee says colleges Face ‘reinvention or extinction’,” Chronicle of Higher Education, February 9 2009, http://
chronicle.com/daily/2009/02/111�1n.htm.

2  ivy Tech community college, “ivy Tech community college sets spring enrollment record,” http://www.ivytech.edu/about/
news-stores/spring_enrollment_011409.html. 

� association of Theological schools, “Frequently asked Questions about accreditation: information for the general public,” http://
www.ats.edu/accrediting/pages/FaQ.aspx. 
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students at a distance and how asbury seminary has tried to accomplish this goal over the last eleven years that 
asbury’s extended learning (exl) online program has been in existence.
in the early 1990s, asbury Theological seminary was fortunate to receive a sizeable bequest that included money 
for upgrading infrastructure. asbury became one of the leaders in the use of technology in theological education. 
however, it wasn’t until the start of asbury’s exl online program that the use of technology became a part of the 
institutional “Dna.” suddenly, paper-based systems such as course registration, bill payment, and library databases 
were to be made available online. This was especially true in the library. as part of the institutional upgrade, the 
library computing system was replaced and new workstations were put in place throughout the library. at the 
time of the upgrade, the library was not ready for technology integration. The only computers allowed in the 
library were for access to the online catalog, with no access for e-mail or the internet. consequently, computer 
labs with internet access, e-mail, and word processing were set up in the information Technology area located in 
another building. The library was not yet ready to acknowledge that there had been a change in how resources were 
accessed and how research was accomplished. eventually, the computer lab was shifted to the library, although 
relegated to one corner.
The launch of the online program in 1997 helped to facilitate change in the library. From a purely numerical 
perspective, the importance of online resources became evident as the number of online students increased. each 
student usually enrolled in more than one course. in 1998-1999 there were �99 exl course enrollments. by 
200�-2004 the numbers had risen to 2,720. in 2007-2008 the total number of exl enrollments was �,579 in 
comparison to 1,�91 course enrollments for our Florida campus and 8,02� for the Kentucky campus. 

Distance eDucation anD seminary Libraries

The growth of distance learning at asbury has highlighted the need to pay attention to the fundamentals of 
librarianship. a re-examination of critical functions of a library such as collecting, organizing, preserving and 
ultimately making knowledge available all come under scrutiny when applied to the distance learning context.4 in 
interviews with seminary faculty, Delamarter found that faculty were concerned that students at a distance were 
missing a critical component of seminary education by not physically being in the library.5 Delamarter also noted 
a concern of faculty as to whether students at a distance were able to get access to the same resources as residential 
students. organizations such as the american library association have released best practices� and accreditation 
bodies have provided requirements7 that address how libraries should best serve students at a distance.
how best to provide library services to distance learning students has been a concern in the seminary community as 
demonstrated not only by the aTs handbook of accreditation guidelines for evaluating library and information 

4  susan McKnight, “Distance education and the role of academic libraries,” in Handbook of Distance Education, eds. Michael 
Moore and William anderson (Mahwah, nJ: lawrence erlbaum associates, 200�), �77-�8�.

5  steve Delamarter, “Theological educators and their concerns about Technology,” Teaching Theology and Religion 8 (2005): 1�1-14�.
�  association of college & research libraries, “standards for Distance learning library services,” http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/

divs/acrl/standards/guidelinesdistancelearning.cfm.
7  association of Theological schools, “guidelines for evaluating library and information resources,” http://www.ats.edu/

accrediting/Documents/handbook/handbooksection9.pdf. 
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resources8 but also in the literature of the seminary library community. as the internet became more pervasive 
in the 1990s, seminaries and their librarians were struggling to understand how this new phenomenon was going 
to fit into the seminary context. Many of the conversations at the american Theological library association 
(aTla) annual conference focused on topics such as how librarians could provide services to seminary students at 
a distance9 as well as the changing role of the academic library in distance education.10 in 2001, stover compiled 
several articles dealing directly with the impact of the internet on seminary librarianship.11 along with other authors 
in the book addressing the changes in seminary librarianship brought about by the internet, harmeyer addressed 
the issue of theological distance education and focused heavily on standards and opportunities in theological 
distance education. he also highlighted resources that not only benefited students at a distance but residential 
students as well.12 harmeyer speculated on the future of library services, and one of the points he emphasized was 
that seminary librarians should be proactive in their approach to service, and look for opportunities to apply their 
expertise through the medium of tomorrow’s educational technology.1� educational technology in this case was 
not only limited to the traditional classroom, but would also include the internet and any resources or pedagogies 
enhanced by online delivery. 
More recently, a roundtable conducted by The association of college and research libraries (acrl) in 200� 
discussed the changing role of the academic library given the revolution in teaching and learning brought about by 
digitization, the internet, and other technological advances.14 The roundtable recommended three essential actions 
libraries must make to achieve the necessary transformation to remain relevant in the years ahead: 1) librarians 
must evolve from print media to user-focused media and become information specialists; 2) the culture of libraries 
and their staffs must change from a mindset of primarily ownership and control to one that seeks to provide service 
and guidance in helping users find information regardless of the format; and �) libraries must assert their evolving 
role not only within their institutions but share their information dissemination and retrieval expertise in other 
markets.15ammerman related the changing role of the academic library specifically to the seminary library.1� he 
identified three factors that seminary libraries should address as they move into the future: 1) collaborative models 
of scholarship and pedagogy involving both physical and technological infrastructure; 2) globalization, especially 
made possible by technology including providing library services to those at a distance; and �) changes in scholarly 

8  ibid.
9  allen W. Mueller, “library services to real students from Virtual and extension programs,” American Theological Library 

Association: Summary of Proceedings 51 (1997): 257-�1.
10  linda c. smith, “The academic library’s role in Distance education,” American Theological Library Association: Summary of 

Proceedings 5� (1999): 125-�2.
11  Mark stover, ed., Theological Librarians and the Internet: Implications for Practice (new York: haworth press, 2001).
12  Dave harmeyer, “Theological Distance education: a librarian’s perspective,” in Theological Librarians and the Internet: Implications 

for Practice, ed. Mark stover (new York: haworth press, 2001), �9-8�.
1�  ibid., 85.
14  association of college & research libraries, “changing roles of academic and research libraries,” http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/

divs/acrl/issues/future/changingroles.cfm.
15  ibid.
1�  Jack W. ammerman, “Jam To-morrow and Jam Yesterday, but never Jam To-day: The Dilemma of Theology libraries planning for 

the Twenty-first century,” Theological Education 40, no. 1 (2004): 11-�0.
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publication and the digitization of information including cooperative arrangements for distributed collections.17 
each of these factors are relevant to academic libraries in general, but especially important to the future success 
of seminary libraries. how seminary libraries address these factors will contribute to the success or failure of the 
institution.
as mentioned earlier, asbury Theological seminary has been grappling with many of these issues for the better part 
of the last fifteen years. Many of these issues became even more pronounced with the advent of asbury’s distance 
learning program, exl, in 1997. The following sections focus on issues related to seminary libraries as experienced 
at asbury seminary. They include the mandate of providing the equivalent resources online, information literacy, 
and the importance of collaboration.

ProviDing equivaLent resources onLine

The first issue is both the idealistic goal and an accreditation/best practices expectation of the library to provide 
information resources to all constituents, whether residentially or at a distance. The expectations are clearly set 
forth in the acrl guidelines: “The library has primary responsibility for making its resources and services 
available to its users regardless of physical location.”18 This notion is further reinforced in the aTs handbook 
of accreditation—“how does the library integrate print collections, access to electronic information, and other 
resources to foster information literacy”19—and with the ala definition of the outcome of information literacy—
“a set of abilities requiring individuals to recognize when information is needed and have the ability to locate, 
evaluate, and use effectively the needed information.”20 These mutually reinforcing best practices regarding the 
provision of information resources with the goal of improved information literacy provide the foundation of many 
of the aTs library accreditation requirements.
in many institutions including seminaries, the library is viewed as a cost center. since so much money is expended 
in procuring, storing, and delivering information resources, it is important to ask how effectively the library 
supports the institution. in most institutions, library spending has been flat for recent years so libraries have to be 
creative in acquiring and delivering new resources, especially when the cost of resources continues to increase.21

at asbury, as the impact of technology and online learning grew, the librarians realized the need for a better way 
to integrate both technology and support for online learning into their services. as a result, the decision was made 
to merge the library with information Technology to form a department of information services managed by a 
Dean who reported to the provost. Up to that point, the online learning program had been managed as part of 
information Technology. With the merger, an information commons model was adopted in the library where 
both resident and online users could get support for library services, computer assistance, or the online learning 
program.

17  ibid.
18  association of college & research libraries, “standards for Distance learning.”
19  association of Theological schools, “guidelines for evaluating library and information resources.” 
20  ibid.
21  Timothy D. lincoln, “What’s a seminary library for?” Theological Education 40, no.1 (2004): 1-11.
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as the departments merged to form information services, the decision was made to locate in the library all staff 
working directly with users; other staff providing “back-end” services were located in the offices formerly designated 
for information Technology. This reorganization of staff helped put a greater emphasis on customer support. by 
mixing the library and information Technology staff, some of the “we/they” dynamics that plague some library/
information technology mergers were avoided. information Technology staff that worked directly with users to 
provide computer support were moved to the library, while programmers stayed in information Technology. on 
the library side, acquisitions/technical services were moved from the library to information Technology. 
The shifting of staff and reporting structures was not the only change brought about by technology and the 
expectation of serving students at a distance. another challenge was the impetus of providing information resources 
in a variety of formats besides books. online access to information resources has minimized the differences between 
residential users and users at a distance. once the resource becomes available electronically, it can be accessed by 
a user anytime, anywhere.
along with the change in institutional structure and alignment to make better use of resources at asbury, there 
has been a corresponding shift in the type of resources provided. as an embodiment of this mentality of anytime, 
anywhere access to resources, the seminary administration requested the digitization of core materials with the 
ultimate goal of making all materials available to all students, whether on the Kentucky, Florida, or Virtual 
campuses. having all materials available to all students is still a dream; however, while there has been an increase in 
book and periodical spending, there has also been a corresponding increase in spending on online databases, which 
has increased from $19,488 in 200�-2004 to $51,400 in 2007-2008. During the same time the book acquisition 
budget rose from $1�2,755 to $227,04� while periodical spending rose from $82,2�� to $122,4�2. although all 
three categories showed an increase, spending on online databases more than doubled.
The changes in copyright law and the need for making materials available to online students has required us to seek 
copyright permission and to purchase materials for both online and on-campus classes. Florida and exl campuses 
are sent digital copies of periodical articles or materials from our reference works/general collection needed for 
research. Turnaround time is generally 24 hours. Digital copies of articles/materials can be requested through 
interlibrary loan from other libraries as well as between campuses.
asbury has begun developing a digital repository to house materials, particularly those that relate to asbury’s 
traditions. collections include archive Digital collections (collections, finding aids, archive photos), books and 
periodicals (those that relate specifically to the asbury tradition), Dissertations/Thesis/conference papers (D.Min., 
D.Miss., ph.D., and Ma), institutional repository (academic catalogs, seminary herald, pentecostal herald, 
chapel services, syllabi), and instructional resources (faculty lectures, instructional photos).
in addition to the digital repository, an initiative utilizing iTunes U is being developed. initially, there will be 
audio and video messages from the seminary president, student stories, and chapel services from the Kentucky 
and Florida campuses, as well as interviews and lectures. Thus, students will be able to download podcasts of these 
offerings, which could include the delivery of classroom-related media resources. 
not only has the type of available resources been changing in academic libraries, the role of the librarian has been 
changing as well. Twenty years ago the work of a librarian was generally centered on a specific task (cataloging, 
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reference, circulation). The librarian of today does not have the luxury of focusing on a single, specific task. The 
convergence that has come as part of the digitization movement has in turn empowered the librarian to break the 
shackles of task-orientation and has shifted the emphasis to the user. The librarian today can offer direct assistance 
to the user in locating needed information, whether online, media-, or paper-based. stewart writes that a librarian 
needs to function as a catalyst rather than a clerk.22 The focus is on customer service versus an emphasis on back-
office functions. at asbury this change has been manifested in a number of ways, including the creation of the 
information commons desk and a significant change in the function of interlibrary loan.
The information commons brought together library reference services, library circulation, computer labs, computer 
support, instructional support, media production, and exl/online support. Questions could come from someone 
walking in the front door, calling on the phone, or e-mailing. To support our online students, the information 
commons staff can access the students’ computers remotely to assist with technical problems, and can also assist 
students in locating resources or to provide library instruction.
information services staff were also impacted by the information commons approach. by using a team approach, 
economies of staffing were accomplished while extending support hours for many of the services. cross training 
between areas and using a database to monitor and track questions, requests, or projects helped achieve the goal 
of creating a one-stop shop. in order to stay in touch with user needs, all members of the team spent time at the 
information commons desk assisting users. To foster collaboration between professional and clerical staff, cubicles 
replaced individual offices.
along with the changes at the information commons desk, there has also been a large increase in interlibrary loan 
requests as a result of the addition of the Florida and Virtual campuses. in 1997–1998 there were 9� interlibrary 
loan requests; requests increased to �92 in 200�–2004 and to 1,8�7 in 2007–2008. The growth in interlibrary 
loan is at least partially due to enrollment in the exl program.

information Literacy

providing the right information effectively and efficiently is just one aspect of information literacy emphasized by 
aTs in the Handbook of Accreditation.2� gragg provides two additional reasons to be concerned with information 
literacy in seminary education.24 First, a significant percentage of students entering seminaries are returning to 
school after spending years in other careers. This influx of new students unfamiliar with the nuances of navigating 
alternative resources (other than books) effectively will require intentional instruction in order to overcome these 
deficiencies. second, even after getting students to an acceptable level of information literacy, further training is 
required for specialization in the seminary context. 
Unfortunately and ironically, one of the greatest obstacles to overcome in fostering information literacy is also 
one of the best sources for finding information, the google search engine. it is not an overgeneralization to say 
that many students today search google and proceed no further. Many librarians and professors decry the growth 

22  David r. stewart, “issue editor’s introduction,” Theological Education 40, no. 1 (2004): iii-ix.
2�  association of Theological schools. “guidelines for evaluating library and information resources.”
24  Douglas l. gragg, “information literacy in Theological education,” Theological Education 40, no. 1 (2004): 99-112.
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of Wikipedia because students take what is found there at face value, not realizing that anyone can contribute 
information to the site and what this implies for the accuracy of any information obtained. Falciani-White considers 
this tendency to focus on google, Wikipedia, and similar resources to be characteristic of seminary students 
belonging to the millennial generation.25 The millennial generation, those individuals born between 1982 and 
2002, have different expectations of education and the library than previous generations. Falciani-White examines 
the impact these differences are having and will continue to have upon seminary libraries as these students enter 
seminaries in increasing numbers. according to Falciani-White, students today are confronted by a tremendous 
amount of information in which they can easily become lost, and they rely heavily upon search engines for their 
information needs in order to navigate and manage the information glut they face.2� students are comfortable 
using google because they regularly use it for mundane tasks such as obtaining driving directions and movie 
times, so they regard it as sufficient for academic research purposes. This reliance upon google does not mean 
that millennials are incapable of doing good research or being good students—rather it could be an indication of 
unfamiliarity with other research options available.
seminary librarians are not unaware that there is a glut of information available due to the changes wrought by 
the digitization of resources. crawford et. al. acknowledge that google searches could be inadequate for sifting 
through the wealth of seminary resources that are available on the web and proposed a cooperative project relying 
upon the expertise of seminary librarians to help manage these resources collaboratively.27 The google search engine 
algorithm has no way of determining whether one web site is more scholarly than another. The collaborative effort 
proposed by crawford et. al. would be a means for seminary librarians to provide a value-added service in support 
of the research of their respective constituents. 
There are other issues related to the ocean of information available to library users on the web. search engines do 
not index many web resources (sometimes called the hidden, deep, or dark web) whose sum is several orders of 
magnitude larger than the surface web.28 library users doing a google search will not find these hidden resources 
because the search engine has not indexed or is not capable of indexing a particular website. password-protected 
databases either do not show up in google results because a password is required for the site to be indexed or they 
show up far down the search results because google search results are at least partially based on the number of 
sites that are linked to a particular website. also, dynamically generated webpages, such as those used in content 
management systems (cMs), cause problems for search engine indexing which would in turn be responsible for 
sites appearing lower in the google search results. ganski regards the issue of finding resources in the hidden web 

25  nancy K. Falciani-White, “running with perseverance: The Theological library’s challenge of Keeping pace with changing 
students,” Theological Librarianship 1, no.2 (December, 2008): 1�-27, http://journal.atla.com/ojs/index.php/theolib/article/
view/�1/115.

2�  ibid., 21.
27  eileen crawford, amy limpitlaw, and bill hook, “is There anything Worthwhile on the Web? a cooperative project to identify 

scholarly resources in Theology and religion,” Theological Education 40, no. 1 (2004): 49-58.
28  Michael K. bergman, “White paper: The Deep Web: surfacing hidden Value,” The Journal of Electronic Publishing 7, no.1 (august, 

2001): http://dx.doi.org/10.�998/����451.0007.104.
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as an organizational issue at least partially related to navigation for the users of seminary libraries.29 librarians 
should take a proactive approach in managing their digital resources so that their users can find the information 
they need in a timely and effective manner. again, the issue for seminary librarians is not so much the incapability 
of library users in finding these resources but more an issue of training and bringing these resources that are outside 
of the “normal” google sphere to the attention of their users.
asbury has dealt with information literacy issues in a number of ways over the years. The seminary recognized the 
need for information literacy when the merger of information Technology and the library to form information 
services took place in 200�. one of the vision statements for the creation of the information commons called 
for increased computer, information, and instructional literacy. in other words, the statement addressed not only 
concerns about both information and computer literacy for faculty, staff, and students but also concerns about 
instructional design issues such as learning styles, assessment, and classroom instruction (instructional literacy). The 
information commons model adopted has helped to address computer, instructional, and information literacy.
With the start of the exl in 1997, there was an emphasis on just-in-time learning. The benefactor for our online 
program was a strong proponent of just-in-time learning, as well as making knowledge available and accessible. 
With online databases, the seminary library was now available 24/7. as a result, library instruction as part of 
new student orientation was discontinued. instead, a series of online tutorials was created that would be available 
whenever required by students, staff, or faculty. Tutorials were added for the asbury information system (course 
registration), asbury e-mail, asbury scholar (interlibrary loan and integrated database searching), bible Works, 
prolepsis (sage Digital library and logos library system), ebscohost, productivity software (Word, powerpoint, 
iMovie, and Final cut pro), proquest Dissertations and Theses, and Worldcat. 
in addition to the tutorials, to address just-in-time learning, the information commons staff have worked 
proactively to schedule library instruction as part of specific classes. When students are ready to start their research, 
the information commons staff provide training designed for the specific class/subject. although this has been 
slow in getting started, there were eleven sessions in 2007–2008, and fourteen were conducted through the first 
half of 2008–2009.

the imPortance of coLLaboration

The ever-increasing digitization of resources and the corresponding increase in global connectivity created by 
the internet have provided a wealth of opportunities for collaboration and cooperation heretofore unavailable. 
accreditors demand and organizational best practices recommend cooperation and collaboration between 
institutions in higher education. With the interconnectivity between individuals and institutions facilitated by 
the internet, collaboration with a colleague is only an email, Twitter, or Facebook wall post away. in the seminary 
context, there are many opportunities for collaboration. crawford et al. called for seminary libraries to collaborate 

29  Kate l. ganski, “accessibility of e-resources from Theological library Websites,” Theological Librarianship 1, no.1 (June, 2008): �8-
45, http://journal.atla.com/ojs/index.php/theolib/article/view/14/�0.
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on managing their web resources.�0 hotta discussed opportunities for seminary libraries to collaborate nationally 
(i.e. aTla, Wabash center for Teaching and learning Theology and religion), and regionally (i.e., chicago 
area Theological association, graduate Theological Union).�1 The opportunities for collaboration better leverage 
institutional financial resources and librarian expertise, and serve end users better by providing access to broader 
information resources than would be possible if a library was operating independently. asbury is a member of 
the Theological education association of Mid-america (TeaM-a) consortium, thus users at other seminaries 
in the Midwest use and access to resources at asbury. asbury is also a member of the Kentucky Virtual library 
initiative, in which colleges and universities in the state of Kentucky collaborate to subscribe to online resources 
and databases as a consortial group, achieving better access to online resources and improved stewardship of 
limited finances. The seminary also shares its library software and database with asbury college, physically located 
across the street from the seminary.
along with opportunities for institutional collaboration are opportunities for professional collaboration between 
seminary librarians. These connections already existed through professional associations and related conferences 
(i.e., ala, aTla), but the convenience brought about by the growth and use of the internet for peer-to-peer 
communication has made these connections easier to foster and maintain. For example, Theological Librarianship 
probably would not exist if not for the internet. in the 1990s, asbury hosted a series of conferences for faculty, 
librarians, and information technology staff titled aTs 2000, where schools were able to share and collaborate on 
information resource development and changes going on at their respective schools. over the five-year course of 
the aTs 2000 conference, more than 200 seminaries and colleges participated.
Within the institution there are further occasions for collaboration brought about by the technological changes. 
McMahon provided examples of how librarians can partner with teaching faculty not only in providing guidance 
to information resources but as a collaborator in assessment, pedagogy, and professional development.�2 librarians 
should be proactive and invest themselves in the life and community of the institution. as the internet continues 
to change how and where seminary education is delivered, the librarian is transitioning to an active part of the 
teaching and learning process, and the reach of the librarian is extended beyond the four walls of the library. 
at asbury, the original focus of the information commons was to create a one-stop service shop for students no 
matter their location (Kentucky, Florida, or Virtual), but once the information commons was established and 
performing well, faculty began to ask for a similar service. The result was the creation of a Faculty information 
commons located in the lower level of the library. The Faculty information commons provided the same services 
for faculty, but added course conversion (on-campus to hybrid or online), copyright compliance, support for 
the course management system (Moodle), and technical support for laptops as well as support for classroom 

�0  crawford, limpitlaw & hook, “is There anything Worthwhile,” 5�.
�1  ann hotta, “is There a strategic alliance in Your Future? lessons learned from library consortia,” Theological Education 40, no. 1 

(2004): 89-98.
�2  Melody McMahon, “librarians and Teaching Faculty in collaboration: new incentives, new opportunities,” Theological Education 

40, no. 1 (2004): 7�-88.
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technology and collection development. Faculty began to see the library as a place where they could get the 
support they needed, and the information commons staff became more involved with the teaching and learning 
responsibilities of the faculty. one of the by-products of the creation of the Faculty information commons was the 
presence of more faculty in the library. Through the Faculty information commons at asbury, the development 
and refinement of courses for distance learning delivery created partnerships between faculty and librarians that 
were much more intentional in nature and not only related to resources but also pedagogy.��

one librarian unexpectedly experienced a benefit of the Faculty information commons. although initially very 
resistant to losing a personal office and sharing space with other Faculty information commons staff, this librarian 
grudgingly acquiesced to the Dean’s request. The librarian quickly realized that faculty were regularly coming into 
the Faculty information commons for help with their laptops. While the faculty were waiting for their laptops 
to be serviced, the librarian was given the chance to “ambush” the faculty with ideas to integrate library and 
information resources, such as recommending a database or book in support of the faculty member’s research, 
offering help in finding an online resource for a class, or providing a recommendation for an acceptable substitute 
resource so students might avoid purchasing additional textbooks.
clearly, the scope of changes in the library at asbury seminary—providing equivalent resources online; expecting 
information literacy, and emphasizing the importance of collaboration—are not limited strictly to distance 
education, but the changes have been implemented in such a way so as to service the greatest number of constituents, 
no matter their role or location. The drive to provide services for distance learners has resulted in benefits for all 
library users. 

imPLications for seminary Libraries

how has distance education influenced the seminary librarian? it has changed the definition of the library. The 
library is no longer simply a physical building with four walls. The library, like a church, has the heart of the people 
that form it. librarianship is changing from managing books to connecting people and quality resources while at 
the same time delivering resources efficiently and providing the best customer service possible.
The emphasis is shifting from what librarians do to how they do it. in a digital world, resources are becoming more 
of a commodity. learning how to navigate the increasingly complex morass of information is and will continue 
to be the domain of the librarian. The academic librarian provides added value to the teaching and learning 
process. as long as there is a need for learning resources, there will be a need for a guide to navigate those resources 
regardless of the modality used in delivering those resources.

��  Jeff groeling and lester ruth, “The Times, They are a-changin’: how a Training seminar for online education changed a 
seminary one Faculty Member at a Time,” Theological Education 42, no. 2 (2007): 57-��.


